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Abstract-CMOS has been the mainstay technology for VLSI
design for the last several years. However, recently, BiCMOS
technology
this paper we
has propose
been proposed
a new for
circuit
speed
structure
critical called
applications.
NCMOS,
In
which employs a low V t NMOS transistor in place of the
bipolar transistor, and provides sigdiicantly higher speed than
a conventional CMOS design. This is realized at the cost of only
One
masking
“pared to 4-5 extra masks for a full
BiCMOS process.

INVERTER/CMOS

Fig. 1. Inverters in (a) CMOS, (b) BiNMOS,and (c) NCMOS.

whose output drives the base of the npn transistor. The npn
transistor itself drives the output load. In any case, the net
result of moving from the CMOS gate to the BiNMOS gate is
that the slower PMOS device has been replaced by a faster
npn transistor! But it turns out that logically speaking, a
regular NMOS device should work as well in place of the
npn transistor. The NMOS device in general has a 2 X to
3 X mobility advantage compared to a PMOS device. So a
regular NMOS device in place of the pullup npn transistor
should provide a higher speed than a pure CMOS gate. The
next section will show such comparisons. But there is one
problem with the use of the regular NMOS device as a pullup.
This has to do with the Vt drop, and the body effect of the
pullup NMOS. Because of these effects, the output high could
be as much as 1-1.5 V below VDD.This problem becomes
particularly acute when the VDD supply is lowered to 3.3
V for submicron processes. However, if we were to use a
low threshold voltage (Vt
0.2 V) NMOS device (called
LVNMOS) as a pullup, the Vt drop including the body effect is
small ( w 0.4 V), and the speed of the gate is still significantly
faster than a pure CMOS gate. We call such circuits NCMOS,
Fig. l(c), because these circuits use CMOS structures which
are augmented by a low Vt NMOS device as the final pullup.
We should point out that 0 Vt, or depletion devices have been
used in pure NMOS circuits like superbuffers in the past, [2].
But such circuits were “ratioed,” and their output low level
(Vol) was determined by a ratio of the on resistance of the
pullup and pulldown and hence the low output did not go
down to 0 V. But more significantly, these NMOS circuits
had a DC current flow when the output was low, and hence a
high DC power dissipation. The NCMOS circuits we propose
in this paper are “ratioless,” just like CMOS, and their output
low voltage goes all the way to 0 V. Besides, there is no DC
power dissipation. The only DC current flow is due to leakage.
The leakage current would of c o m e be dependent on the Vt of
the low threshold device, and would be quite small compared
Systems
to a 0 Vt or depletion mode device. Interestingly, the leakage
current can be traded with the Vt drop of the pullup device
N
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I. INTRODUCTION
OR VLSI design, CMOS technology is a natural choice
because of zero DC power dissipation. However, because
MOS devices in general, and PMOS devices in particular, do
not have as high a current drive as an npn bipolar transistor,
BiCMOS circuits have been used recently [l]. The BiCMOS
circuits preserve the low power dissipation characteristic of
the CMOS, and also provide a higher current drive of the
bipolar transistor. But this is realized at the cost of significantly
increased process complexity, and cost. In addition, there
is the problem of non-rail-to-rail swing at the output of a
gate because of the bipolar diode drops. This is especially
significant for a full BiCMOS gate, where the diode drop
appears both when the output goes high and low. This problem
can be somewhat alleviated by use of BiNMOS gates, Fig.
l(b), where the pulldown device has been replaced by an
NMOS transistor. In this case, the output low transition would
go all the way to 0 V. Circuit solutions have been proposed,
e.g. [3], which enable the output of a BiCMOS gate to go railto-rail. But all these techniques effectively bypass the bipolar
transistor, either by an MOS transistor, or a resistor to pull the
output rail-to-rail. Even though these techniques usually work
in the 3-5 V range, it is not clear whether these techniques
would be effective down to 1.5 V.
The structure of BiNMOS gate is interesting to analyze.
Fig. l(a)-(b) shows the comparison of a CMOS versus a
BiNMOS inverter. The pulldown structure of the two gates is
quite similar in the sense that both gates use NMOS devices
as pulldowns. But the pullup structure is quite different.
The CMOS case uses PMOS devices as pullup, whereas the
BiNMOS case uses an npn transistor. In the CMOS case, the
PMOS devices implement the logic function (inverter in this
case), as well as drive the output load. But in the BiNMOS
gate, the logic function is implemented by a CMOS inverter
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in NCMOS circuits. We find that even for regular NMOS
pullups (instead of the low V t devices), the gate delay is still
significantly faster than the pure CMOS case.

TABLE I
DELAYS
FOR BiNMOS, NCMOS, AND CMOS. (WORST
CASE DELAYS:V d ~ k 3 . 6v, T E M P E R A W = 8 5 c , SLOW MODELS).
OVERCMOS=[td avg(CMOS)-td avg]/td avg(CM0S)
(*)-SPEEDUP
hVERTER

CL, pf

Circuit

td h, ps

td 1, ps

td avg, ps

% Speedup
over
CMOS (*)
38.5
25.2
0
45.4
34.4
0
51.9
43.3
0

11. RESULTS
BiNMOS 184
94
139
Fig. l(a)-(c) shows the schematic details of three classes 0.3
NCMOS
220
118
169
of circuits: CMOS, BiNMOS and NCMOS. All three circuits
CMOS
228
224
226
are so configured that their input capacitance is the same. 0.5
BiNMOS 217
142
179.5
Table I shows the SPICE results of gate delay for various
NCMOS
258
174
216
CMOS
335
323
329
loads. The device models for the regular NMOS, PMOS
BiNMOS 289
270
279.5
and bipolar devices were obtained from measured data, and 1 .o
NCMOS
350
309
329.5
the low V t NMOS device models were extracted from a
CMOS
602
560
581
PISCES simulation. The low V t device (called LVNMOS) had
a deep threshold implant (common to the regular V t device)
TABLE II
to suppress subthreshold leakage, as well as raise the threshold
NAND2 DELAYS
FOR: BiNMOS, NCMOS, AND CMOS. (WORST
voltage to 0.2 V. It can be seen from Table I that the NCMOS
CASEDELAYS:Vdd=3.66 V, TEMPERATURE=^^^, SLOWMODELS).
(*)-SPEEDUPOVERCMOS=[td avg(CM0S)-td avg]/td avg (CMOS).
gate has a significantly higher speed (-2543%) than a CMOS
NOTE:NCMOS-I GATES USE LVNMOS DEVICES
FOR ONLY
gate, and the BiNMOS gate provides an additional 8-13%
THE OUTPUT
PULLUP FUNCTION,
WHEW NCMOS-11 GATESUSE
speedup over NCMOS, for different loads. The channel length LVNMOS DEVICESFOR BOTHOUTPUTPULLUP AND PULLDOWN
FUNCTIONS.
of the LVNMOS device was kept somewhat larger (0.8 pm)
Circuit
td h, ps
td 1, ps
td avg, ps % Speedup
than the minimum channel length of 0.6 pm for the process, CL, pf
over
in order to keep the leakage down. ft of the npn bipolar
CMOS (*)
BiNMOS 246
88
167
24.4
transistors used in the BiNMOS gates was 15 GHz, and the h f , 0.3
11.1
NCMOS-I 288
105
196.5
was 100. The nominal V t for the regular PMOS and NMOS
NCMOS-11 288
64
176
20.4
devices was -0.65 V, and 0.65 V, respectively. The nominal
CMOS
249
193
22 1
0
subthreshold leakage current of the low V t device was 0.1 pA 0.5
121
198
34.1
BiNMOS 275
for a 10 p d O . 8 pm (WL) device. The worst case leakage (fast
NCMOS-I 333
152
242.5
19.3
86
209.5
30.3
NCMOS-II 333
models, high VDD of 4.2 V, high temperature of 85°C) was
263
300.5
0
CMOS
338
1.56 pA for a 10 p d 0 . 8 pm device. Therefore for a pullup
BiNMOS 341
219
280
43
device of 50 p d O . 8 pm, the worst case subthreshold leakage 1 .o
260
338.5
31.1
NCMOS-I 417
would be 7.8 pA. This would amount to a dc power dissipation
144
28 1
42.8
NCMOS-II 418
of 7.8 pA x 4.2 V = 32.8 pW per gate. The ac power
CMOS
557
426
491.5
0
dissipation for such a gate with 0.3 pf load, and a 100 MHz
operation would be = 0.3 pf x (4.2 - 0.4) x 4.2 x 100 MHz
= 478.8 pW. As a result, the dc power due to subthreshold devices, in order to get quantitative information. Nonetheless,
leakage of the low V t device is about 6.85% of the ac power we would like to point out that useful chips have been built
dissipation. Even though the absolute dc power dissipation of using low V t devices, e.g., [4].
For an inverter, the ratio of areas for CMOS versus BiNan NCMOS gate would be higher than a comparable CMOS
gate, the total power dissipation (including ac power) would MOS versus NCMOS is .79:1:1.54, and for a NAND2 the ratio
be only marginally more for the NCMOS case. Assuming is .92:1:1.21. In most cases, the impact of this area increase for
a hypothetical chip with 100 K gates, with 10% of the the NCMOS gate should be minimal, because one would tend
gates being NCMOS, the total worst case dc leakage current to use NCMOS gates for relatively high load capacitances.
(maximum Vdd, maximum temperature, fast process) for the Besides, in processor type of chips area is governed more by
whole chip would be about 10,000 x 7.8 pA = 78 mA. This size of on-chip caches, busses, I/O etc.
Fig. 2 shows the circuits for a NAND2 for the three cases.
might appear to be a significantly higher leakage than a fully
static, pure CMOS chip, but again the impact on total power Table I1 shows SPICE simulation results. Again it can be seen
dissipation would be small for most cases. One exception may that the NCMOS-I gate (LVNMOS used as a pullup only) is
be the battery operated systems, which go to sleep mode when significantly faster than a pure CMOS case, and comes close
idling, where the extra dc leakage may affect the battery life in performance to a BiNMOS gate.
The performance of the NCMOS circuits can be further
between charges. We have no statistical data on the V t spread
across process comers for the low V t device. But we found enhanced by using the low V t device even for the pulldown
(NCMOS-I1 gates). Use of a low V t device for pulldown
that the V t spread for our regular V t devices is 0.65 V +-60
mV. Also, the V t spread for natural V t devices (no channel provides higher gate drive, and should speed up the high to low
implant was -0.15 V +50 mV. Based on this data, it would transition of the output. In order to keep the dc leakage small,
appear that the V t spread for the low V t device should be the IR drop on the power busses should be kept small. This
comparable to a regular V t device. But, in the author's view, would prevent the spurious tum-on of the low V t devices.
more data needs to be collected on the V t spread of low V t Table I1 shows the gate delays for a NAND2 for the three
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Fig. 2. NAND2 schematics in (a) CMOS, (b) BiNMOS, and (c) NCMOS.

IFig. 3. Speed dependence of CMOS, BiNMOS, NCMOS inverters, and a
two-stage cascaded CMOS inverter chain as a function of fan-out.

cases. In this case, the NCMOS circuit speed (NCMOS-II
gates) is within 4% of the BiNMOS circuit.
Fig. 3 shows the speed dependence of CMOS, BiNMOS,
NCMOS (LVNMOS pullups only)-inverters, and a two-stage
cascaded CMOS inverter chain as a function of fan-out.
We also compared the period of oscillation of a three-stage
ring oscillator, with the same input, and output capacitances for
the CMOS, NCMOS (LVNMOS pullups only), and BiNMOS
circuits. Again, the NCMOS scheme is significantly faster
(37.7%) than CMOS. The BiNMOS scheme is 47.9% faster
than CMOS.
In order to -design circuits using NCMOS, it would be
helpful to have an understanding of some of the design
tradeoffs. The high output level of an NCMOS gate would
be equal to V D D - Vt(LVNM0S). Since this output could
drive the PMOS device of a regular CMOS gate, it would be
desirable to keep the Vt(LVNM0S) smaller than the absolute
value of the Vt of the PMOS device, for all cases. This
would ensure that the leakage current of the PMOS device
does not become large. Alternatively, one could adapt the
NCMOS circuit to make it rail-to-rail, by adding a PMOS
pullup device in parallel with the low Vt NMOS pullup, as
is commonly done in BiCMOS circuits. The NCMOS logic
is an inverting logic, i.e., the common gate types realized
would be inverters, nand gates, nor gates etc. Such circuits
when cascaded maintain an output high level of V D D Vt(LVNMOS), irrespective of the number of stages. This is
because, the gate voltage of the LVNMOS pullup is always
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rail-to-rail, as it is driven by the output of a pure CMOS
gate, Figs. 1 and 2. The cascading of the NCMOS gates still
provides a significant speed advantage over CMOS, as shown
by the ring oscillator data above. Also, cascading does not
degrade noise margin, because the output swing is always
between 0 V and V D D - Vt (LVNMOS), irrespective of the
number of cascaded stages. In terms of process complexity,
the NCMOS gate would require one extra mask compared
to CMOS, but significantly fewer masks than BiCMOS. As
a result, the theoretical yield on an NCMOS process would
be somewhat lower than of a comparable CMOS process. We
do not believe that the NCMOS yield would be significantly
lower, but on the other hand, the performance level would
be significantly higher compared to CMOS. Theoretically,
there is no hard lower limit on the threshold voltage of the
low Vt device. But in practical terms, we think, a lower Vt
limit of 0.1 V should keep leakage currents to low enough
levels to make these devices useful in VLSI structures. In
terms of scalability, we think, these circuits should scale well
with supply voltages at least up to 1-1.5 V. Again, this
may be a practical consideration, because unlike the BiCMOS
circuits where the diode drop does not scale, the Vt of an
NMOS device can scale all the way to 0 V, or even negative
values. Another point to note in designing NCMOS circuits
is the spread in the Vt values for the LVNMOS device. As
a result worst case simulations across process, voltage, and
temperature should be done (as in pure CMOS designs) to
ensure that the NCMOS circuits work under all operating
conditions.
111. CONCLUSION
A new high performance circuit (NCMOS) has been proposed which has significantly faster speed than CMOS. This
circuit uses only MOS devices, is scalable with voltage, and
uses only one extra mask compared to a regular CMOS
process. This circuit overcomes some of the important shortcomings of BiCMOS, and yet provides comparable speed.
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